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NEWSLETTER
PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
The newly designed WT-35VS Serialization system allows
you to print, record, inspect and serialize labels all in one
small package.
With serialization deadlines fast approaching, the WT35VS with printing and vision system options; will enable
you to create standardized serial labels for every global
- market. The equipment is 21 CFR Part 11 compliant with
available connection to the ERP and EPCIS servers. The
WT-35VS system is capable of meeting all your labeling
and serialization needs.
Visit our You Tube channel if you would like to see the
WT-35VS Serialization system or any of our other
revolutionary products in action: Web Techniques You
Tube Channel

NEED TO LOG YOUR ROLL DATA?
The Web Techniques Data Logging System allows our customers to accurately
track roll counts by date, employee, lot designation and label count. All of the
data is stored in CSV format on a handy SD card interfaced directly with the
system PLC. Once the data is captured it can be downloaded and saved to any
spreadsheet program desired and/or printed on dymo or equivalent label printer
for easy application to the roll, core or box as desired. To learn more about Web
Techniques Data Logging capabilities or any of our other revolutionary products,
visit our website at webtechniquesinc.com.
Special Data Collection Information available upon request. Please do not
hesitate to bring us your unusual or one off requests. We can record and
collect any data required. We look forward to the opportunity to earn your
business!

WT-35VS Serialization System
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WT-25(LC & LCI) SYSTEMS STILL SUPPORTED
Web Techniques will continue to support the WT25, WT-25LC, WT-25LCI, WT-25VS & WT-25VSL
products with fully stocked parts and system
rebuilds. Give us a call and we can help get your
system back to peak running performance!
After 39 years of support we will no longer be
manufacturing components for the WT-15 or WT20 product lines. Almost all of these tables have
been in the field for 25+ years and we have finally
moved on. If you have a WT-15 or WT-20 system,
contact us and we will show you how we can
actually save you money and allow you to get
much increased throughput from the WT-30 &
WT-35 family of systems!

FEATURES WITH BENEFITS
Proven to save both time and money, the Web Techniques Slitting Attachment
(pictured to the right) works with all Web Techniques rewind systems and can be
installed the first time in just five minutes out of the box. After initial installation
the Slitting attachment can be removed and reinstalled in just a few seconds.
We can retrofit your existing rewind system with a slitting attachment and now
offer the for syste s that a rewi d wider tha
we s 3+ i hes !
Web Techniques Slitting Attachment

COREHOLDER CORNER
Coreless Rewinding
Have you ever needed or wanted to rewind coreless rolls?
Web Techniques offers our unique coreless rewind clip for
most of our smaller diameter lift-off air coreholders (pictured
to the right). You simply run your normal web path, insert
the lift-off air core holder, wrap the coreless roll around the
coreholder and install the coreless clip. Now run your labels
normally. Coupling the coreless rewind system with a slitting
attachment can offer an efficient and unique solution to
coreless rewinding. Please let us know if we can provide you
with any other information about our unique solutions.

QUOTE TO LIVE BY!

This is my pledge to our customers. If it
is not right we will make it right. We
follow the Golden Rule at Web
Techniques and treat others as we
would want to be treated. If you ever
have any questions or concerns about a
Web Techniques product or service feel
free to contact me directly. Thank you
for your business!
Todd Hickman
Coreless Clip

Whatever the mind of man can conceive and believe, it can achieve.
– Napoleon Hill
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